In this paper, we investigate the problem of estimation of a target database from summary databases derived from a base data cube. We show that such estimates can be derived by choosing a primary database with the desired target measure but not the desired dimensions, and use a proxy database to estimate the results. This technique is common in statistics, but an important issue we are addressing is the accuracy of these estimates. Specifically, given multiple primary and multiple proxy databases, the problem is how to select the primary and proxy databases that will generate the most accurate target database estimation possible. We propose an algorithmic approach which makes use of the principles of information entropy for determining the steps to select or compute the primary and proxy databases that provide the most accurate target database. We show that the primary database with the largest number of cells in common with the target database and the proxy database provides the more accurate estimates. We prove that this is consistent with maximizing the entropy. We provide some experimental results on the accuracy of the target database estimation in order to verify our results. Furthermore, we investigate the accuracy results in cases where the dimensions are defined over a hierarchy of categories and roll-up and drill-down operations are needed to generate the desired target results.
Introduction
Providing exact answers to queries from large data cubes in OLAP applications can be too slow, and in some cases, the user may prefer fast approximate answers. A more crucial case is when it is not possible to provide precise answers, such as in socio-economic applications because only summarized data is available for reasons of privacy. In such cases, it is quite useful to generate an estimate or approximate answers using approximate query processing techniques. A key issue is the accuracy of the estimates for aggregate queries (e.g., queries computing SUM or COUNT expressions), which was the focus of recent research activity (e.g., [3, 14, 15] ).
In a previous paper [15] , we discussed the estimation of summary queries, evaluated over multiple source summary databases. Such a summary query consists of requesting a summary measure of interest (e.g., household income), called target measure, over a set of category attributes, called target dimensions (e.g., State, Sex). In many cases, it may not be possible to evaluate such a query from a single source summary database, and two summary databases have to be used. For example, suppose that one database contains Income by (State, Age, Race) and the second contains population by (State, Age, Education_level, Sex). It is possible to estimate the target database Income by (State, Sex) by using the first database as the ''primary" database (since it has the target measure Income), and using the second database as a ''proxy" database (since it has the additional desired target dimension Sex). Here the population sizes are considered a proxy for the measure Income. The estimation method used to generate the target database is the linear indirect estimator (see Appendix A), which takes advantage of the fact that the summary databases were derived from the same base data, and consequently are correlated. The proposed method to estimate efficiently the target database was based on partitioning the dimensions of the source databases into three types: ''target", ''common", and ''non-common" dimensions. We first determine the target dimensions, and classify the remaining dimensions as common and non-common. In the example above, State and Sex are target dimensions, Age is a common dimension, and Race and Education_level are non-common dimensions.
In the previous paper mentioned above, we examined two obvious computational methods for computing such a target database, called the ''Full cross product" (F) and the ''Pre-aggregation" (P) methods. Essentially, the estimation by the F method is achieved by first calculating the target measure over the full cross product of the dimensions from both databases using proportional estimation, and then aggregating over all the non-target dimensions. Since this method requires generating the full cross product, its cost is high. In contrast, the estimation by the P method consists of aggregating over all the non-target dimensions of both databases first, and only then generating the cross product using proportional estimation to obtain the result. The pre-aggregation reduces the size of the cross product greatly, and lowers the cost of generating the estimation. However, we showed that the P method, while computationally efficient, yields results that are not as accurate as the F method. We proposed a third method called ''Partial Pre-aggregation" (PP) method, which consists of summarizing only the non-common dimensions first, and then applying the proportional estimation. Using a measure of accuracy, called average relative error (ARE) (see Appendix B), we proved that the PP method yields the same accuracy as the F method, but reduces significantly the computational and space complexity. The reduction in cost is by a factor proportional to the multiplication of the cardinalities of the non-common dimensions.
In this paper, we consider an open question which was left as future challenge in [15] . The question is how to select a primary and a proxy database given that there are multiple primary databases available with the same measure and multiple proxy databases with the desired target dimensions in order to get the most accurate estimation results. This paper is an extension version of our paper published on the proceedings of DOLAP 2008 [16] . In this extended version, we perform additional experiments and investigate the accuracy results in cases where the dimensions are defined over a hierarchy of categories and roll-up and drill-down operations are needed to generate the desired target results.
The problem
To explain the idea let us consider the following multiple primary databases: Labor_status, Sex) be the target database, which should be estimated from the sets of summary databases given above. If we select the first primary database, i.e., Income(State, Age), then we can apply DB PX2 ; DB PX3 , and DB PX4 to estimate the target database since only these proxy databases contain auxiliary data on the dimensions Labor status and Sex. Similarly, if we choose the second primary database, we can only apply DB PX1 ; DB PX3 , and DB PX4 . The third primary database needs auxiliary data on dimensions State and Sex, which are provided by DB PX1 ; DB PX2 , and DB PX4 . Whereas, for the last primary database all four proxy databases can be applied. This is labeled as Case 1 in Table 1 , where we assume that all four primary databases exist, as well as all four proxy databases exist. We also include in Table 1 three additional cases where only some of the primary or proxy databases are shown. These cases will be used later to illustrate situations that require special attention.
In all four cases, as we mentioned before, the main goal is to obtain more accurate estimated results for the target database. Thus, to achieve this goal we have to select two source databases, one primary and one proxy databases. The problem is which databases we should choose from a given set of primary and proxy databases that provide the more accurate estimation results.
The solution of the problem mentioned above is based on two conjectures. The first one is that the more cells of common dimensions the primary database shares with the target database, the more accurate are the estimated results. A cell is defined as the smallest element formed by the cross product of the dimensions. Referring to the primary databases shown in Case 1, DB PR4 not only shares the largest number of cells of common dimensions with the target database but also covers all the dimensions of the first three primary databases. Note that in this case all common dimensions are target dimensions. Now, let us consider Case 2 and Case 4. The problem is which primary database should we choose? In the next section, we will show that basing this decision on the estimate of the maximum entropy provides the most accurate results possible.
The second conjecture is that the proxy database that shares the largest number of cells of the common dimensions with the primary database provides more accurate results. In Case 1 and Case 2, DB PX4 is such a proxy database. A similar problem arises when selecting the proxy database in Case 3 and Case 4. In these cases, which approach should be applied in order to select the proxy database for the estimation of the target database? We discuss this problem in the next section as well.
Related work
There was a significant amount of work in the literature on approximate query processing. In [11] , for instance, the definition of a universal statistical database containing several summary tables which share the same summary measure is examined. Given a query, a system of linear equations over the universal database is constructed whose solutions satisfy the query. In [12, 13] , the problem of evaluating a summary query from a set of summary tables sharing the same variable and an auxiliary table is discussed. These works propose algorithms which make use of techniques developed in the theory of acyclic database schemas. In contrast, we focus here on the problem of the accuracy of the query estimation. In our work, we consider a set of proxy (or auxiliary) databases, which share the same summary measures.
In [5] the authors propose a framework for approximate answers to aggregation queries called online aggregation in which the base data is scanned in random order at query time and the approximate answer is continuously updated as the scan proceeds. The approximate query answering (AQUA) [1] system provides approximate answers using small pre-computed synopses of the underlying base data. In [14] , the authors consider the problem of deriving approximately the original data from the aggregates. They propose a framework for estimating the original values based on the notion of information entropy. In our work, we use a different approach of estimating the values of the target database by using additional information from proxy databases. We apply the principles of entropy over the multiple source databases in order to identify two databases, one primary database and one proxy database, which achieve more accurate results. We prove formally that the source databases with the largest number of cells in common provide the most accurate results possible. Based on these results, we propose an algorithmic approach for determining the steps to select or compute the source databases from multiple summary databases.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides the principles of entropy used in this paper. In this section we also introduce the formal model which provides the basis for a formal analysis of the results in this paper. Section 3 discusses the problem of selecting two source summary databases from multiple primary and multiple proxy databases in order to achieve maximum accuracy for the target database. In Section 4, we develop an algorithmic approach for determining the steps to achieve maximum accuracy, and we prove theorems which show that the source databases with the largest number of cells in common provide the more accurate estimates. Section 5 illustrates some experimental results on the accuracy of the target database estimation. In Section 6 we consider the accuracy of results in cases where dimensions have a hierarchical structure to them, and roll-up or drill-down operations are needed in order to generate the desired target results. Section 7 contains the conclusions.
Principles and formal model

Principles of entropy
In this section, we recall the principles of maximum entropy and minimum cross-entropy, which will be used in the next sections. The (Shannon) entropy H of a discrete probability distribution pðxÞ is the non-negative function
where X represents the set of instances. H reaches its maximum value at the uniform distribution over X, i.e., logjXj. In statistics and information theory, a maximum entropy probability distribution is a probability distribution whose entropy is at least as great as that of all other members of a specified class of distributions. Let PðX 1 ; . . . ; X n Þ be an n-dimensional discrete probability distribution to be estimated from P 0 ðX 1 ; . . . ; X n Þ and the set of all marginal distribution P i ðX i Þ with i ¼ 1; . . . ; n (''Marginals" is a commonly-used term in Statistics that refers to the summary of rows and columns in the ''margins" of a table). If X ¼ fX 1 ; . . . ; X n g, we may find P that maximizes the entropy HðPÞ of P over all marginal probability distributions such that it satisfies the following constrains:
every element in PðXÞ is non-negative value P PðXÞ ¼ 1
Note that in this paper, we will refer to the constraints mentioned above as the consistency conditions. Let b
PðXÞ be the maximum entropy approximation to PðXÞ. The cross-entropy (or relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler distance) between b PðXÞ and PðXÞ measures the similarity of two distribution and is defined as follows:
Minimizing Dð b P; PÞ is the same as maximizing the entropy of P. where the approximation P ½hnþi ðXÞ in the ðh þ 1Þ-th iteration cycle, 1 6 i 6 n, is obtained by fitting the approximation P ½hnþiÀ1 ðXÞ to the marginal distribution P i ðX i Þ as follows:
This procedure converges monotonically to the maximum entropy estimation. The iterations stop when the estimate at two consecutive steps are the same or the difference of estimates are less than a pre-defined value.
Formal model
We use here the formal model defined in [15] , which provides the basis for a formal analysis of the results. In the following sections, we assume two source summary databases, called DB P and DB Q that are used to produce a target database DB T .
The databases are defined as follows:
where M P ; M Q , and M T are the measures of the corresponding databases, A i P ; A j Q , and A k T are the corresponding dimensions, and m; n, and t are the cardinalities of the corresponding dimensions. In defining a target database over the two source summary databases, one of the measures, either M P or M Q is selected. Without loss of generality, suppose that M P is selected. Thus, M P ¼ M T . DB P is called the primary database, M Q is called the proxy measure, and DB Q is called the proxy database.
Given two source summary databases DB P and DB Q that are used to generate a target database DB T , we can classify the source database dimensions as belonging to three disjoint groups: target dimensions, common dimensions, and non-common dimensions. First, we pick the dimensions in the source databases that are specified in the target database for the target group; then the remaining dimensions are considered common if they are in both source databases, and are considered noncommon otherwise. Note that a target dimension can exist in both source databases. We use the following notation:
, and
, where C; C, and T refer to the common, non-common, and target dimension-groups, respectively. Note that A 
Database selection
In this section, we investigate the problem of selecting two source summary databases from multiple primary and multiple proxy databases in order to achieve maximum accuracy for the target database. Only primary databases that have the same measure as that of the target database need be considered.
The proxy database is selected in order to provide the dimensions missing in the primary database and specified in the target database. For all four cases shown in Section 1.1, the Sex dimension in the proxy databases is needed for the target database and is not available from primary databases. We recall the results discussed in [15] regarding the non-common dimensions or the dimensions which are not specified in the target database but exist in one of the source databases. According to the Partial Pre-aggregation (PP) method, pre-aggregating the source databases over the non-common dimensions, the estimation results are as accurate as the estimates obtained by first generating the full cross product of all dimensions of the source databases and then aggregating over non-common dimensions. In this paper, we use this approach in considering which primary and proxy databases to choose to maximize accuracy.
In the previous section, we conjectured that the primary database which includes the largest number of cells of the desired target dimensions is the better choice. Let us recall the set of primary databases shown in Case 1, and shown in Table 2 (where we use the symbol ''I" to indicate Income.) By multiplying the cardinalities of the dimensions we obtain the number of cells for each choice. We use the notation jAj in Table 2 for this product of cardinalities. As can be seen in Table 2 , DB PR4 shares 416 cells for dimensions in common with the target database IncomeðState; Age; Labor status; SexÞ. It includes more cells with respect to the other three primary databases. An important idea associated with the number of cells is that of entropy. According to the principles discussed in Section 2.1, given a set of primary databases we have to choose the one with the largest number of cells to achieve the largest entropy [7] . In Section 4 we prove in the first theorem that the more accurate estimate is achieved when the primary database with the largest number of cells in common with the target database is selected. For the databases shown in Table 2 , the largest entropy is achieved by DB PR4 . This primary database also satisfies the three constraints of consistency conditions listed in Section 2.1. Concerning the proxy databases (see Table 3 where the symbol ''P" refers to Population), if there are common dimensions, we conjecture that the proxy database with the largest number of cells of the common dimensions with the primary database achieves the more accurate result. In this case, it is DB PX4 . This conjecture is also proven in Section 4 where we show in the second theorem that the more accurate estimate is achieved when the proxy database with the largest number of cells in common with the primary database is selected.
The relative entropy (or loss of information) of the estimates by applying each primary database to DB PX4 is shown in Table 2 , fourth column. As can be seen, for DB PR4 , the amount of information that we lose is less than the others. This indicates that the estimate obtained by DB PR4 is more similar to that of the real distribution of Income with respect to the other primary databases. Thus, the combination of DB PR4 and DB PX4 provides the more accurate estimate. The accuracy results are given in Section 5. Now, suppose in Table 2 that only the first three databases are given (i.e., Case 2). In this case, the maximum number of cells is provided by DB PR1 , but none of them satisfies the consistency conditions (see Section 2.1). Thus, IncomeðState; Age; Labor statusÞ needs to be estimated. For this reason, we have to consider all three primary databases by applying IPFP to estimate b IncomeðState; Age; Labor statusÞ. This estimate satisfies the above mentioned condition because, for instance, aggregating that over ''Age", we have IncomeðState; Labor statusÞ, over ''Labor_status" we obtain Income ðState; AgeÞ and over ''State" we obtain IncomeðAge; Labor statusÞ. This estimate provides maximum entropy and contains the largest number of cells in common with the target database (this is expressed in the PROCEDURE in Section 4). In [13] , it is discussed that this estimate is uniquely determined by the information-theoretic principle of minimum cross-entropy and its distribution is defined as follows. (For the sake of brevity, the symbols ''S", ''A" , and ''L" indicate ''State", ''Age", and ''Labor_status", respectively.) Note that the zero approximation (or initial distribution) is set to the proxy database with the same dimensions of the estimate of Income. In this example, the proxy is DB PX4 , where PðS; A; LÞ ¼ P Sex PðS; A; L; SexÞ. Case 4 differs from Case 2 in the proxy database computation. In order to apply IPFP to the primary databases, the zero approximation should be set to PðS; A; LÞ, but this proxy is not provided. Our solution is to estimate b PðS; A; L; SexÞ from the proxy databases. We return to this point in Section 5. The estimate of the primary database is obtained by IPFP, where the zero approximation is defined by the aggregation over Sex of b PðState; Age; Labor status; SexÞ given below: As a final remark, we emphasize that in each set of databases there can be summary databases which are marginal of a database in the same set. They are not considered in the database selection because they are redundant.
Algorithmic approach
We propose the use of an algorithmic approach for determining the steps to achieve maximum accuracy. The procedure is essentially based on two theorems introduced below. Using the notation introduced in Section 2.2, we can formulate the following definition and theorems.
be primary databases, and let
proxy database. We define b M P k to be the estimation result of the target database over the primary summary database
Similarly, we define b M P l to be the estimation result of target database over the primary database
The expressions of the estimators above are defined by applying the PP method, according to which the source databases are aggregated over non-common dimensions first: 
then, linear indirect estimation method is applied: where
, and C represents common and common-target dimension-groups. Let b M P k and b M P l be the estimate of the target database obtained by applying the primary databases M P k and M P l to M Q , respectively. The primary database M P k achieves better estimates with respect to M P l .
Proof. Let the relative entropy of b
, and according to Theorem 3.1 (The theorem states the relative entropy obtained from distributions of the observations is positive, see Chapter 2) in [8] 
which leads to the conclusion that 
, be primary database, and let
databases. We define b M P k to be the estimation result of the target database by applying the primary database to
Similarly, we define b M P l to be the estimation result of target database by applying the primary data-
The expressions of the estimators above are defined by applying the PP method as follows: where 
To summarize the discussion above, the procedure for determining the steps to achieve maximum accuracy can be defined by PROCEDURE. It is composed of three parts. Note that in step (3), the second part is called for the propose of obtaining the proxy database which includes maximum common dimensions with the primary databases. h
Experimental results
PROCEDURE
Input: Given target database DB T , multiple primary databases DB PRi with 1 6 i 6 n and multiple proxy databases DB PXj 1 6 j 6 m databases Goal: Select two source databases to obtain maximum accuracy for the estimate of DB T PART 1 -SELECTION OF THE PRIMARY DATABASE (1) Given that M T ¼ M PR start with selecting a primary database; (2) Select the primary database whose dimensions cover the dimensions of all other primary databases (indicated by A PR ) (3) If no such primary database exists run PART 2 and then apply IPFP to multiple primary databases with zero approximation fixed to DB PX pre-aggregated over A We discuss the experimental results of the application of our algorithmic approach to the four cases introduced in Section 1.1. For the experimental results, we use the values in the base data to evaluate the estimated errors. We start with Case 1. We note that DB PR4 and DB PX4 satisfy step (2) and step (5) . In fact, they provide the most accurate results (see Table 4 , first row). In Case 2, according to step (3), IPFP is applied to the given primary databases. As we mentioned in Section 3, the zero approximation is fixed to DB PX4 which is pre-aggregated over the non-common target dimension. The convergence of the estimate of Income is achieved after five iteration cycles. Note that, we could have fixed the zero approximation of IPFP to every primary database in order to estimate the primary database, but these starting values effect the accuracy of the results. In fact, the average relative error of the target database is 0.1732 vs. 0.1625 by applying step (3) 
Now, we compare accuracy results of the estimates. Specifically, in Table 5 , we compare the accuracy results of the estimate of the target database by applying each primary database to PðState; Labor status; Age; SexÞ and to the estimate of the primary database computed according to step (3) of the proposed procedure. Table 6 illustrates the accuracy results of the estimate of the target database by applying to IðState; Labor status; AgeÞ each given proxy database and the estimated proxy database computed according to step (6) of the proposed procedure.
Finally, Table 7 shows the accuracy results of the estimate of the target database by applying the estimated primary database b IðState; Labor status; AgeÞ to each given proxy database and the estimated proxy database b
PðState; Labor status; Age; SexÞ. As can be seen, in all cases, when the consistency conditions do not hold, using the estimated databases generates the most accurate results.
IPFP and the F and PP methods
In this section, we investigate whether applying the PP method is useful for the IPFP procedure as well. That is, we investigate whether applying the PP method before performing the IPFP procedure, produces the same ARE as the F method. For a better illustration of the application of the PP method to the IPFP procedure, additional experiments were carried out. We Overall, once we estimate the maximum entropy of the proxies (i.e., b HðRegion; Race; Age; Education level; TenureÞ) by the F method, we can estimate the target database by the PP method, according to step (7) of PROCEDURE. Note that the average relative error of the estimate of the target database by applying the proxies HouseholdðRegion; Race; TenureÞ and HouseholdðEducation level; TenureÞ to the primary database IncomeðRegion; Education levelÞ, without computing the maximum entropy (by IPFP), are 0.212084 and 0.218138, respectively. In fact, they are higher than the ARE of the estimate of the target database calculated by applying the estimate of the number of household by the IPFP as shown above. We emphasize that the PP method is only used in the estimation of the target database. Now, the question is whether we can use this method to estimate the maximum entropy by the IPFP procedure. In other words, can we apply the PP method or pre-aggregate first the non-common dimensions over source databases and then apply the IPFP procedure? Do we achieve, in this way, the same results as applying first the F method in IPFP procedure and then aggregate the non-common dimensions? This question is addressed through the data set labeled by Group 1 and shown above and the following Group 2 of proxy databases. We focus first on Group 1 of proxy databases and apply the F method for running the IPFP procedure. Accordingly, b HouseholdðRegion; Race; Age; Education level; TenureÞ is computed. The number of iteration cycles needed to achieve the convergence and the relative execution time are shown in Table 9 .
Then, we apply the PP method. In this case, we pre-aggregate first the dimensions Age and Race in DB PX1 and DB PX2 , respectively, and then run the IPFP procedure. In Table 9 , we note that the convergence is achieved in 3 iteration cycles, while in the case of the F method the convergence is obtained by 6 iteration cycles. Consequently, the execution time of IPFP by the F method is 6.319, while by the PP method is 1.420. Regarding the accuracy, we note that the average relative error of the estimate b
HðRegion; Education level; TenureÞ are not equal. The case of the F method (see Table 8 , third column) is better than the average relative error of the same estimate by applying the PP method (0.013960 vs. 0.014300). Accordingly, the estimate of the target database obtained by the application of the linear indirect estimation method on the primary database and the two estimates of b HðRegion; Education level; TenureÞ by the F and PP methods mentioned above are also different, i.e., 0.207456 vs. 0.207466, (see Table 8 , fourth column). Now, we perform the same experiments over the second group of proxies (Group 2) in order to estimate the target database IncomeðRegion; Education level; TenureÞ, where Race and Age are non-common dimensions. As we mentioned above, in order to apply the PP method, we need to pre-aggregate Age in DB PX1 and Race in DB PX2 , respectively, as shown below. Hence, DB PX1 ¼ HouseholdðRegionÞ is a marginal of DB PX2 and as anticipated in Section 3, it is redundant. Thus, IPFP is applied to DB PX2 , and DB PX3 , and it consists of one iteration. We note that applying the IPFP procedure to estimate b HouseholdðRegion; Education level; TenureÞ by the F method and the PP method give the same results in this case, i.e., 0.055471 (see Table 8 , third column), and the average relative error of the estimates is also the same, i.e., 0.206925. In Table 9 , the number of iteration cycles to achieve the convergence and time of executions of IPFP are shown, as well.
What is the difference between these two cases? It turns out that the difference between the above mentioned groups is related to the schemes of databases. Specifically, the hypergraph formed by the databases over their dimensions in Group 1 is cyclic, while in Group 2 is acyclic. In order to identify cycles in the hypergraph, one can use the well-known Graham Reduction algorithm [10] . We note that the basic concepts of hypergraph theory as well as the definitions of an acyclic hypergraph to implement the IPFP procedure are discussed in [2] , where the authors combine a tree-implementation of the IPFP with an application of the principle of the divide-and-conquer. Based on these studies, and some additional experiments performed over different data sets, we conjecture that only if the schemes of the databases are acyclic, then the PP method can be applied in IPFP. However, we have no proof for that. The proof of this conjecture is a future challenge. As a final remark, we emphasize that cyclic/acyclic condition of the schema of the source databases has no effect on the principles of the maximum entropy and in both cases the estimation of the maximum entropy is provided by IPFP. These conditions are considered in order to estimate efficiently the maximum entropy. Accordingly, the main contribution of applying the PP method in IPFP, when the schemes of source databases are acyclic, consists of saving a significant number of computations and running time of the procedure. 
Roll-up and drill-down
In this section, we examine the results obtained in the previous sections for the cases of roll-up and drill-down operations. We refer to the notation used in [15] , and recall them next. We use the notation A t P and A t Q to represent two different dimension-levels in the category hierarchy of the same dimension t of DB P and DB Q . For example, State ! Division are two dimension-levels in the dimension Geographical_area and Date ! Month are two dimension-levels in the dimension Time. We use the notation for lower and higher category levels as A 
Q . This notation is used in the following definitions and theorems.
Roll-up
We consider the accuracy of estimates when multiple primary databases are aggregated over a dimension of a given classification hierarchy. For instance, let State be a dimension level in the dimension Geographical_area defined by three levels: State ! Division ! Region. Note that, according to US Census Bureau, 3 United States territory is subdivided into 9 divisions (i.e., New England, Middle Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central, South Atlantic, East South Atlantic, West South Atlantic, Mountain, and Pacific), and 4 regions (Northeast, Midwest, South, West). Consider the primary databases shown in Table 10 , first column, where for each pair of primary databases, the proxy database and the target database are shown. Each pair of primary databases are defined at a certain level of the dimension Geographical_area. Note that the estimate of the target database is more accurate when the primary database with the largest number of cells in common with target database and proxy database is selected. For example, the accuracy of the estimate by using IncomeðState; AgeÞ is better than the accuracy of estimate by using IncomeðStateÞ. Similar results are obtained by the remaining pairs of primary databases, and they again confirm the results discussed in the previous sections and proved by theorems shown in Section 4.
We note also that the estimate by applying IncomeðRegion; AgeÞ is more accurate than the estimates obtained by IncomeðDivision; AgeÞ and IncomeðState; AgeÞ, i.e., b IncomeðRegion; Age; SexÞ is more accurate than b IncomeðDivision; Age; SexÞ, and b IncomeðState; Age; SexÞ. Similarly, the estimate by IncomeðRegionÞ is more accurate than the estimates by IncomeðDivisionÞ, and IncomeðStateÞ. Overall, the aggregation of small cells into larger cells avoid the distortion in the distribution of the measure by small cells. Therefore, the accuracy of estimates is higher. This is proved by the next theorem, where we show that the ARE of estimate by applying a given primary database defined over a set of dimensions is higher than the ARE of estimate by applying the same primary database aggregated over a given dimension by roll-up operation. In order to prove this theorem, we use the notations introduced in the following definition. 
then, the linear indirect estimation is applied: 
Proof. We show ARE b b
Now consider estimating the target database IncomeðRegion; Age; SexÞ from the primary database IncomeðState; AgeÞ and the proxy database PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ. The estimate can be computed in two ways. One way is to apply first the PP method to estimate b IncomeðState; Age; Sex) and then perform roll-up on the State dimension to achievê IncomeðRegion; Age; SexÞ. The other way is to apply first roll-up operation on the State dimension in the primary database and the proxy database (i.e., from IncomeðState; AgeÞ; PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ we obtain IncomeðRegion; AgeÞ; Population ðRegion; Age; SexÞ) and then compute the estimate by the PP method. Obviously the second solution saves a number of computations but the question is which one achieves better accuracy for the estimate b IncomeðRegion; Age; SexÞ. In Table 11 , the accuracy results shown in the first row show that the first way is better than the second one. Repeating this procedure on IncomeðState; SexÞ and IncomeðSexÞ to estimate b IncomeðRegion; Age; SexÞ, the results by applying first the roll-up and then the PP method, i.e., the second way, are more accurate with respect to the estimate by the first way. It turns out that in similar cases, we cannot choose a priori which one of the two solutions (applying first roll-up then the PP method or viceversa) can achieve the better results. We conjecture that this probably depends on the distributions of measure values and on the dependency of the measure on dimensions, for which we have no proof.
Drill-down
The disaggregation over the category hierarchy, that is referred to as drill-down, occurs when different categories of the same hierarchy appear in the dimensions of the source summary databases. For instance, consider the source databases IncomeðRegion; AgeÞ and PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ. The target database is IncomeðState; Age; SexÞ. We need to drill-down the income from the Region to the State level by using the Population database as a proxy. It is generated as follows:
b IncomeðState; Age; SexÞ ¼ IncomeðRegion; AgeÞ PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ P Sex PopulationðRegion; Age; SexÞ
Note that the term in the denominator PopulationðRegion; Age; SexÞ in the above expression is obtained by a roll-up operation on PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ. Now, suppose we have multiple primary databases as follows: IncomeðDivision; SexÞ; IncomeðRegion; SexÞ and one proxy database PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ. The target database is IncomeðState; Age; SexÞ. The problem is which primary database do we choose to obtain more accurate results. The accuracy results of estimate are shown in Table 12 , second column. We note that ARE by applying more aggregated primary database is higher, and therefore the estimates are less accurate. Specifically, ARE of the estimate obtained by applying IncomeðRegion; SexÞ is higher than ARE of the estimate obtained by IncomeðDivision; SexÞ, i.e., 3.15404 vs. 2.92769. Similar results are obtained by applying primary databases Income ðDivisionÞ and IncomeðRegionÞ (see Table 12 , fourth column). Obviously, given the proxy database PopulationðState; Age; SexÞ, the accuracy of b IncomeðState; Age; Sex) computed by applying IncomeðState; SexÞ is higher than the estimates obtained by applying drill-down operation on primary databases IncomeðDivision; SexÞ, and IncomeðRegion; SexÞ (see Table 12 , first row). This is proved by the next theorem, where we show that the accuracy of the estimate by applying a given primary database defined over a set of dimensions is higher than the accuracy of estimate by applying the same primary database disaggregated over a given dimension and defined by drill-down. We emphasize that the drill-down operation can only be performed when the dimensions in the two source databases that are involved in the drill-down operation must belong to the same category hierarchy. Furthermore, the lower category must belong to the proxy database. That is, A t;L Q ! A t;H P . In order to prove this theorem, we use the notations introduced in the following definition. then, the linear indirect estimation is applied:
Note that the term in the denominator is obtained using roll-up 4 as follows: Proof. We show ARE b
Conclusions
A common technique of constructing a target database from summary databases in the case that such a result cannot be obtained from a single summary database, is to select a summary primary database that has the desired target measure and use a proxy database with a different measure to estimate the result. In this paper, we considered the following problem. Given multiple primary and multiple proxy summary databases (i.e., summarized from a large base data cube), we investigate the problem of selecting the databases that provide the most precise estimate for a target database. We prove that the primary and proxy databases with the largest number of cells in common with each other and with the target database provide more accurate results. Our methodology is based on the principles of information entropy. Based on these results, we proposed an algorithmic approach for determining the steps to select or compute the source databases from multiple summary databases. To describe the proposed algorithm and verify the theoretical results, several example databases were used, and experimental results derived. Finally, the accuracy results in cases where dimensions of source databases are defined over a hierarchical structure and roll-up and drill-down operations are needed to achieve the desired target results are investigated.
Appendix A. The linear indirect estimation
The main idea of this method stems from its use in geographical regions. According to this method, data from surveys of variables of interest at the national or regional level is used to obtain estimates at more geographically disaggregated levels 4 The roll-up operator is denoted by R A1 !A2 ðMðA 1 ÞÞ, where such as counties or other small areas. An indirect estimation calculates values of the variable of interest using available auxiliary (called predictor or proxy) data at the local level that are correlated with the variable of interest [6] . Formally, let i denote a small area. A target measure YðdÞ is provided over a set of dimensions d. YðdÞ was generated from YðdÞ ¼ P i Yði; dÞ. Yði; dÞ is no longer available. However, auxiliary information in the form of Xði; dÞ is available. A linear indirect estimation of Y for small area i is defined by:
dÞ XðdÞ
where XðdÞ ¼ P i Xði; dÞ. Xði; dÞ=XðdÞ represents the proportion of the population of small area i relative to the total population over set of dimensions d, and P i b Y ðiÞ must be equal to P d YðdÞ [6] .
Appendix B. Average relative error
A method that is commonly-used for measuring accuracy is the average relative error (ARE) [6] . Formally, the average relative error (ARE) is:
wherev i and v i are, respectively, the estimated and precise (or base data) values, and m is the number of small areas for which estimated values were calculated.
Appendix C. Proofs for Section 6
In this section we prove Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. The first theorem shows that the estimator c b M obtained by applying the roll-up operation over a given dimension in a set of dimensions is more accurate than the estimator b M defined over the same set of dimensions. The second theorem shows that the estimator b M defined over a set of dimensions is more accurate that the estimator c b M obtained by applying the drill-down operation over a given dimension in the same set of dimensions.
C.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1
We show ARE b b
The equation above can be written by using Eqs. (3) and (4) as follows:
where 1 6 a 6 jA P H j; 1 6 b 6 jA P L j; 1 6 d 6 jA Q H j; 1 6 f 6 jA Q L j with a; b; d; f < m and a; b; d; f < n, and 1 6 c 6 K; 1 6 s 6 T
According to the summarizability condition discussed in [9] , 5 the following partitions are defined: 1 m
The expression above is used to rewrite Eq. (8) as follows, which provides the proof of theorem:
We show ARE b
The expression above can be written by using Eqs. (5) and (6) as follows:
Using the partition indicated in Eq. (9), and the following:
the formula at the right hand side of Eq. (13) is defined as follows: 
